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As a simple 0ld World type of lot-backgammon, the game called in colloquial Arabic
‚ab, and popular in Moslem countries, may be specified. The lots thrown are slips of split
palm-branch about a span long, white on the inside, while the outside is left green
Fig. 3), these sides being called white and black respectively. They are thrown against a
wall or an upright stick, and the throw counts according to how many white sides come
ppermost, thus:

Whites up . . 4 3 2 1 0.

Score 2.0.0.0. 441 30009 02H 64

Those marked + give a new throw. Their values agree fairly well with the cal-
xulated odds, which are 6, 14, 1, 14, 6. The game is played by moving pieces, usually
its of stone on one side and red brick on the other, on.a diagram scratched on the

ground, or with:a more formal board and
men. The {db-board (Fig. 11) is divided into
four rows of.an odd number of squares; each
of the two players placing a number of his

"oloToToTs 7 pieces or “dogs” in the outer row on hisS1010919 ofol Or own side. The lots are thrown by the players

(Fig. 11. Diagram for game of tb.) alternately till one player throws one white,
which throw is called “ib” and gives him the

right to move one of his pieces from its original place; while there it is called a Nazarene,
but when moved and able to go out to fight it becomes a Moslem. Throwing four whites
or blacks, or one white, gives a new throw. Each player moves his right-hand man first,
the course being from left to right in his own row, then right to left in the row.in front,
then from left to right again; a piece movbd into a place occupied by one of the adver-
sary’s pieces takes it; if a player has two or more pieces On one square, they move toge-
iher as one; pieces which have reached the adversary’s row are in safety. The lot-throwing
part of the game may be played by itself, the throwers of 6 and 4 being called Sultan
and Wezir, from whom the unfortunate thrower of 2 receives blows on the soles of his
feet with the palmstick shown in the plate Fig. 4.)

There is a Chinese variety of the game of four sticks, popular under the name of
pyut in Korea, where Mr. StEwArTt CuLIN describes it.”) Four lots are used, made of
bow-Wwood, plano-convex and with one black and one white side, somewhat like those in
Yigs. 6 &amp; 7 of the Plate. The scoring is

Whites up. . 4 S 2

Score. . . . 4+ 8

Four blacks give another throw. The calculated values would be 4,1, 4%, 1, 4.
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